Messages from the Magical Realms
Welcome to my latest blog. Today I wanted to share with you some messages
that I have channeled from our friends in the magical realms. I am very blessed
to be able to channel many different beings and I take great pleasure in being
able to share the following ones with you all. I consider they have a lot of
wisdom and knowledge to share. From my own point of view, I have found
them to offer unique insights into any personal challenges that have arisen
over the years. It has also offered me the opportunity to consider things from a
different perspective. Probably more than that though, they have provided me
with the comfort in knowing that we are never alone and there is so much
assistance out there if we would only just ask.
Unicorns
Unicorns may seem light and fluffy but we are very strong and powerful
creatures that exist in the 9th dimension. Call upon our power to help you
connect with who you are. Call upon us when you need some sparkle and
magic back in your life. Our grace, our power, our magic our innate goodness
is all yours to be tapped into. All you need is to be pure of heart and to ask.
Do not be fazed by all the chaos in your world at the moment. Choose to stay
in love, not fear. Stay in the light and ask for guidance as to which way to move
forward. There is nothing to fear dear ones. Fear holds you stuck, rooted in
one place. Allowing yourself to feel the love that surrounds your planet and
welcome in the changes that are needed. Embrace these changes. Allow your
vibration to remain high. Fear spreads quicker than any virus can. Choose to
focus on love instead.
Faires
We are the fairies - we are here to guide, inspire and bring joy into your life. We
have such a magical, fun filled life that we wish to infuse into you all. Enjoy
each day - laugh, love, be fun filled. Bring more sparkle and fairy dust into your

life. Sprinkle more and more into your every day life. Allow yourself to dance,
sing, run, skip and jump - become more childlike in your wonderment of new
things as well as the old. Look with fresh eyes and start to see things differently.
Magic exists everywhere, in all of your everyday lives. You just need to open
your eyes to see. Ask for our help in allowing you to achieve this. Go on I dare
you - and let the fun begin!!
Dragons
We are the dragons - we breathe fire - we create fire. The strength and power
within us is rising again in your dimension. To tap into the power and wisdom
of the dragon just follow our roar. You will find us on the edge of your reality just circling around just waiting to be called upon for help. The courage and the
fierceness that we have in abundance would be our pleasure to share with you.
We have seen many things over the passage of time. We have many insights
into all your worldly problems and concerns. Tapping into our power and our
wisdom brings a whole new perspective to your life. See your life from our
perspective, from our viewpoint and your whole life will be turned upside down.
You will never look at things in the same light again.
Our fire has the ability to transmute old energies and lower frequencies. Call
upon the dragons to help to clear any stuck energies. Allow yourself to see
bigger and better possibilities. Allow the dense negative energies surrounding
you to be transmuted into higher vibrational frequencies. Life is so much
clearer and full of possibilities from this higher vibrational place.

